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Abstract

We demonstrate the logistic feasibility and scientific potential of Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) in alpine volcano-glacial

environments that are subject to a broad range of natural hazards. Our work considers the Mount Meager massif, an active

volcanic complex in British Columbia, estimated to have the largest geothermal potential in Canada, and home of Canada’s

largest recorded landslide in 2010. From September to October 2019, we acquired continuous strain data, using a 3 km long

fiber-optic cable, deployed on a ridge of Mount Meager and on the uppermost part of a glacier above 2000 m altitude. The

data analysis detected a broad range of unexpectedly intense, low-magnitude, local seismicity. The most prominent events

include long-lasting, intermediate-frequency (0.01 - 1 Hz) tremor, and high-frequency (5 - 45 Hz) earthquakes that form distinct

spatial clusters and often repeat with nearly identical waveforms. We conservatively estimate that the number of detectable

high-frequency events varied between several tens and nearly 400 per day. We also develop a beamforming algorithm that

uses the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of individual channels, and implicitly takes the direction-dependent sensitivity of DAS

into account. Both the tremor and the high-frequency earthquakes are most likely related to fluid movement within Mount

Meager’s geothermal reservoir. Our work illustrates that DAS carries the potential to reveal previously undiscovered seismicity

in challenging environments, where comparably dense arrays of conventional seismometers are difficult to install. We hope that

the logistics and deployment details provided here may serve as a starting point for future DAS experiments.
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Key Points:7

• We demonstrate the feasibility and potential of Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS)8

in alpine volcano-glacial environments9

• The DAS experiment at Mount Meager reveals unexpected volcanic tremor and10

volcanic earthquake swarms related to geothermal fluids11

• Mount Meager is significantly more active than previously estimated on the ba-12

sis of conventional seismic instruments in the area13
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Abstract14

We demonstrate the logistic feasibility and scientific potential of Distributed Acoustic15

Sensing (DAS) in alpine volcano-glacial environments that are subject to a broad range16

of natural hazards. Our work considers the Mount Meager massif, an active volcanic com-17

plex in British Columbia, estimated to have the largest geothermal potential in Canada,18

and home of Canada’s largest recorded landslide in 2010. From September to October19

2019, we acquired continuous strain data, using a 3 km long fiber-optic cable, deployed20

on a ridge of Mount Meager and on the uppermost part of a glacier above 2000 m al-21

titude. The data analysis detected a broad range of unexpectedly intense, low-magnitude,22

local seismicity. The most prominent events include long-lasting, intermediate-frequency23

(0.01 - 1 Hz) tremor, and high-frequency (5 - 45 Hz) earthquakes that form distinct spa-24

tial clusters and often repeat with nearly identical waveforms. We conservatively esti-25

mate that the number of detectable high-frequency events varied between several tens26

and nearly 400 per day. We also develop a beamforming algorithm that uses the signal-27

to-noise ratio (SNR) of individual channels, and implicitly takes the direction-dependent28

sensitivity of DAS into account. Both the tremor and the high-frequency earthquakes29

are most likely related to fluid movement within Mount Meager’s geothermal reservoir.30

Our work illustrates that DAS carries the potential to reveal previously undiscovered seis-31

micity in challenging environments, where comparably dense arrays of conventional seis-32

mometers are difficult to install. We hope that the logistics and deployment details pro-33

vided here may serve as a starting point for future DAS experiments.34

Plain Language Summary35

Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) is an emerging technology to measure micro-36

scopic ground motion by sending laser pulses through fiber-optic cables, which are com-37

monly used for telecommunication. A cable of several kilometers length provides thou-38

sands of measurement points, which can yield highly detailed information about the prop-39

agation of seismic waves excited by earthquakes. The ease of deploying a fiber-optic ca-40

ble, compared to the challenge of installing thousands of conventional seismometers, opens41

new opportunities for earthquake studies in remote and hazardous areas. Here we present42

the first application of DAS in a volcano-glacial environment. Mount Meager, the site43

of the experiment in British Columbia, is an active volcano known for its geothermal po-44

tential and for hosting the largest landslide in recorded Canadian history. Using a 3 km45

long cable deployed on Mount Meager’s ridge and glacier, we were able to detect an un-46

expectedly broad range of seismic signals, including up to 400 small earthquakes per day47

and volcanic tremor that may last for many hours. The most likely origin of these events48

is the movement of fluids within the geothermal reservoir, and their existence indicates49

that Mount Meager is substantially more active than previously thought.50

1 Introduction51

Mount Meager is an active volcano in the Garibaldi Volcanic Belt in British Columbia,52

Canada, characterized by a high geothermal potential and a broad range of natural haz-53

ards. It is located 60 km north west from the nearest town of Pemberton, with a pop-54

ulation of approximately 2500, and 150 km north of Vancouver (Fig. 1). The volcano55

was home to the largest recorded landslide in Canada in 2010 (Roberti, Ward, de Vries,56

et al., 2018) but also offers high geothermal potential (Jessop et al., 1991). This fasci-57

nating environment may be further destabilized by melting glaciers, related to climate58

change in the region (Roberti, Ward, van Wyk de Vries, et al., 2018). The volcano poses59

significant risks to the population in the adjacent Lillooet Valley, and geothermal devel-60

opment requires careful hazard assessment. This provides numerous motivations to in-61

crease our understanding of Mount Meager and expand monitoring.62
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Mount Meager is a calc-alkaline composite stratovolcano with a peak elevation of63

2645 m (Michol et al., 2008). It is part of a volcanic complex of the Pliocene to Holocene64

age that partly covers granitic and metamorphic basement rocks of the Mesozoic age.65

The basement complex is composed of quartz diorite and other less common metamor-66

phic rocks from the Mesozoic age (Read, 1990). The bulk of the overlaying volcanic com-67

plex has been formed during the three main periods of volcanic activity (Read, 1990).68

The first period between 1.9±0.2 Ma and 1.0±0.1 Ma of rhyodacite tephra on the edge69

of the south western part of the complex was followed by a period of andesitic volcan-70

ism between 1.0 ± 0.1 and 0.5 ± 0.1 in the southern and central parts of the complex71

(Read, 1990). The third and most recent period of rhyodacite volcanism between 0.1±72

0.02 Ma and 2360 B.P. created rhyodacite flows, tephra and lava domes that resulted in73

the Pebble Creek Formation in the north east of Mount Meager (Read, 1990). The erup-74

tion produced both welded and non-welded rhyodacitic block and ash flow deposits con-75

taining phenocrysts of plagioclase, orthopyroxene, amphibole, biotite and other minor76

oxides (Michol et al., 2008; Hickson et al., 1999). The eruption was episodic and began77

with a Plinian phase that produced pumice fall deposits and ignimbrites (Hickson et al.,78

1999), which was followed by a less explosive phase that produced block and ash flow79

deposits in the Lillooet River valley.80

Volcanoes pose constant threats to nearby populations, and their seismic monitor-81

ing aids in anticipating eruptive events, since volcanic activity is generally accompanied82

by a spectrum of seismic signals (McNutt & Roman, 2015). These can be related to a83

range of source mechanisms, caused by mechanical stresses in the solid crust, magma move-84

ment, or geothermal fluids (Chouet, 1996). Seismic signals tell the story of the under-85

lying physical processes that govern the eruptive behavior of volcanoes and their geother-86

mal systems. However, volcanoes tend to be in harsh terrains and isolated from most87

infrastructure which makes measuring their signals challenging.88

Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) is an emerging seismic measurement technol-89

ogy with the potential to acquire large, densely sampled, data volumes with lower labor90

and financial costs compared to conventional arrays of similar sizes, which is especially91

useful in remote environments (Walter et al., 2020). DAS utilizes a fiber-optic cable and92

an interrogation unit that sends light pulses through the cable. Naturally occurring in-93

homogeneities in the cable cause back-scattering of the light, which is measured by the94

interrogation unit. Any shortening or elongation of the cable causes a phase shift in the95

back-scattered light, and this phase shift is proportional to axial strain along the cable.96

The result is a dense network of strain measurements that are sampled every few me-97

ters along a cable, which can extend up to several kilometers with a sampling rate in the98

kHz range (Hartog, 2017). The broadband response of DAS can aid to recover a wide99

range of signals in various applications (Jousset et al., 2018; Lindsey et al., 2020; Paitz et al., 2020).100

DAS has initially been used for vertical seismic profiling in hydrocarbon and geother-101

mal exploration (Mateeva et al., 2014) and has subsequently been adapted to a wider102

range of seismological applications (Martin et al., 2017; Lindsey et al., 2017; Zhan, 2020;103

Walter et al., 2020; Henninges et al., 2021).104

With this contribution, we aim to explore the use of DAS in remote volcano-glacial105

environments where challenging terrain and the abundance of natural hazards render the106

deployment of large conventional seismometer arrays nearly impossible. This may carry107

the potential to significantly advance the field of active volcano monitoring and imag-108

ing, with measurements of both high spatial and temporal resolutions.109

Previous uses of DAS in volcanic environments have compared the strain record-110

ings with a dense seismometer array at Etna volcano, (Currenti et al., 2021), and an ex-111

tensive experiment in Iceland used DAS to image seismological and structural features112

(Jousset et al., 2018). Applications of DAS in glacial settings have greatly improved the113

detectability and location accuracy of stick-slip ice quakes (Walter et al., 2020). At Mount114

Meager, a wide range of environmental signals can be expected, including long-term de-115
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Figure 1. Geographic location and map overview. Mount Meager is located around 150 km

north of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, in the Garibaldi Volcanic Belt. We deployed the

fiber-optic cable, shown in red, on one of its ridges and its north-facing glacier slightly above

2000 m altitude. Fig. 2 shows the cable in more detail. (Sources: topography (Esri, 2009), inset

(Google Maps).)

formation related to slope instability, as well as seismic waves from volcanic activity, rock-116

falls, icequakes and landslide precursors. In this work, we initially focus on the detec-117

tion and characterization of seismic signals. Furthermore, this research also reflects the118

plain curiosity to discover what we could possibly learn from DAS arrays deployed di-119

rectly on a volcano.120

This manuscript is organized as follows: First, in Sec. 2, we explain the setup of121

the experiment and the necessary logistics. The initial data exploration in Sec. 3 pro-122

vides a rough summary of the wealth of signals contained in the recordings, and is fol-123

lowed by a more thorough investigation of specific event types in different frequency ranges124

in Sec. 4. Finally, we discuss the potentials and pitfalls of this analysis with DAS in volcano-125

glacial environments in Sec. 5.126

2 Experimental Setup and Logistics127

We acquired seismological data by deploying a fiber-optic cable and the DAS in-128

terrogator unit (IU) OptaSense ODH3 along a ridge of Mount Meager that we consid-129

ered suffiently stable. In addition to the DAS equipment, we installed 6 geophones and130

a broadband seismometer, mostly for the purpose of data comparison. This exception-131
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ally harsh and hazardous environment posed significant challenges related to power sup-132

ply, transport, IU setup and cable coupling.133

One of the main difficulties was the construction of a reliable power source that was134

quiet, operated autonomously for more than one month, and did not exceed a maximum135

weight of around 700 kg that could be transported as a sling load by the available he-136

licopter under good weather conditions, which are rare in the Coast Mountains at alti-137

tudes above 2000 m. We managed to transport the power source using a modular sys-138

tem with a separate fuel tank and battery pack that we distributed over multiple sling139

loads. To ensure autonomy of the system during the experiment, the power source con-140

sisted of a 5.5 kW generator that charged a 550 Ah battery bank. The gasoline-powered141

generator had auto-start functionality and was mounted on adjustable air bags to min-142

imize vibration and operating noise. With a separate fuel tank of 434 l volume we en-143

sured the availability of sufficient back-up power. We placed the generator in an espe-144

cially designed insulated double-room enclosure, where the first room contained eight 275145

A/hr, 6 V Absorbent Glass Matt (AGM) batteries. The second room had a 4 kW In-146

verter with 105 A charging capacity, an AC load center, and the generator start controls147

with remote functions. The power source worked reliably throughout the experiment,148

and we noted only minor gaps in the data due to short power outages.149

Several helicopter flights were necessary to deploy the equipment, including four150

for cables, generator, batteries, the IU, and people to install them. The installation was151

completed by five people during three days, and an additional two people for two days152

to set up the complete experiment. Most of the physical labor was related to the deploy-153

ment of the cable, which had a weight of around 50 kg/km, that was carried by two peo-154

ple. The cable contained 4 single-mode fibers, and we placed it in a small trench of around155

10 cm depth along the ridge, where digging was a limiting and physically intense fac-156

tor. On the glacier, we produced a trench with a depth of roughly 40 cm using a stan-157

dard chainsaw. The last 120 m of the cable were looped back and forth four times within158

one trench of roughly 30 m length. Four people managed to do the splicing, the instal-159

lation of the generator, the satellite modem, the six geophones on the ridge and the ham-160

mer tap tests in one day.161

Figures 1 and 2 show the cable geometry along the ridge. The irregular geometry162

is the result of a compromise between the maximization of geographic data coverage, ac-163

cessibility, terrain/slope stability, and the possibility to produce a trench of at least a164

few cm depth without excessive physical effort.165

The retrieval of the equipment required four sling loads and three helicopter trips166

for people and batteries. It took four people two days to recover the equipment. How-167

ever, the site had been covered in so much snow that the retrieval of the cable and some168

of the geophones was delayed until the following summer.169

Other considerations included local wildlife, as all equipment had to be protected170

from rodents and bears. The steam drill performed poorly in firn, with boreholes lim-171

ited to ∼5 m, while the objective was 15 m. Furthermore, bad weather during the de-172

ployment and thick snow cover during the recovery limited the number of hammer tap173

tests. Therefore, the geographic location of DAS channels is based on the interpolation174

of GPS waypoint measurements and not on tap tests.175

We succeeded to install 3 km of cable with 375 channels at a spacing of 8 m and176

a gauge length of 7 m. Continuous measurements were acquired between 18-9-2019 20:34:00177

and 17-10-2019 01:20:00 UTC at a sampling rate of 1 kHz, which resulted in 1.5 TB of178

strain data in the HDF5 format. A movie summarizing the deployment and recovery can179

be found on the YouTube Channel of the Seismology & Wave Physics Group at ETH180

Zurich (last accessed: 23 April 2021).181
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glacier

Mount Meager
peak

Plinth
peak

2010 landslide

DAS 
interrogator

ridge

glacier

approximate boundary 
between ridge and glacier

Figure 2. Detailed layout of the fiber installation, indicated in Fig. 1. We used two different

cables, spliced together at the splice box. The looped section represents the trench where cable

2 loops back and forth four times. Two boreholes with a depth of 5 m each are included, as well

as the location of the generator, the co-located geophone (MG28) and broadband seismometer

(Broadband). The numbers represent the relative locations of a few channels to show the ori-

entation of the cable and the position of subsurface changes from ridge to firn. The position of

the DAS interrogator corresponds to channel number 5. Dashed arrows and italic labels indicate

the approximation location of major geologic/topographic features. More technical details of the

cable are summarized in Table A1.
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Figure 3. DAS-based strain recordings for the acquisition period at three neighboring chan-

nels within the looped section of the cable layout. To eliminate higher-frequency oscillations, each

plotted time sample represents a 1 s average (corresponding to an average over 1000 samples of

the raw data). The traces are nearly identical for approximately the first ten days of the exper-

iment but then loose coherence. This is most likely due to localized changes in coupling or soil

properties, possible related to freezing, as temperatures gradually decreased.

3 Initial Data Exploration182

At frequencies below 0.01 Hz, the data are characterized by strain variations on183

the order of 1·10−4 m/m on an approximately daily time scale. A representative exam-184

ple of three neighboring channels from the looped section of the DAS array is shown in185

Figure 3. During the first ten days of the experiment, strain observed on these channels186

is nearly identical, cyclic with a ∼24-h period, and most likely caused by diurnal ther-187

mal expansion and contraction. The cyclicity disappears on 26 September, when accu-188

mulating snow insulated the cable from temperature variations. Meteorological measure-189

ments, including temperature and precipitation, from the closest station in Meager val-190

ley, are summarized in Figure A1. Finally, with further decreasing temperatures, the traces191

largely loose coherence around 29 September, possibly as a consequence of freezing and192

related small-scale changes in cable-ground coupling.193

The recordings from the first 10 days, exemplified in Figure 3, suggest that DAS194

has the potential to measure long-term variations in strain, related, for instance, to slope195

instability, which would be desirable to capture on Mount Meager. However, at the cur-196

rent stage, the effects of changes in coupling do not seem to be sufficiently understood197

to warrant such an analysis here. Therefore, in what follows, we focus on signals at fre-198

quencies above 0.01 Hz, which we process with standard tapering and bandpass filter-199

ing, implemented with ObsPy (Beyreuther et al., 2010; Krischer et al., 2015).200

Within the intermediate-frequency band of 0.01 - 1 Hz, different channels show re-201

markably similar signals, as illustrated in Figure 4a. The coherency is visible along the202

entire cable, but is particularly pronounced in the channels of the looped section (marked203

green in Figure 2). This suggests that these signals are predominantly of natural origin,204

such as ambient vibrations, and not due to incoherent instrument (optical) noise. This205

property allows us to stack the channels in the looped section without the prior appli-206

cation of any time shifts. Plotting a longer duration of the intermediate-frequency stack207

reveals distinct changes in the amplitudes of the data, which we further discuss in Sec.208

4.1.209
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As shown in Figure 4b, the coherency between neighboring channels mostly dis-210

appears when we consider frequencies above 5 Hz, even though the wavelength is still211

one to two orders of magnitude larger than the channel spacing. While this indicates that212

incoherent noise plays a more significant role, the arrivals of transient waves are clearly213

visible within the high-frequency band of 5 - 45 Hz. These are the focus of Sec. 4.2.214

4 Event Identification and Characterization215

The initial exploration of the data has shown two distinct types of signals that can216

be interpreted with reasonable confidence. Intermediate-frequency (0.01 - 1 Hz) events217

are characterized by their long duration and seem to appear on all traces simultaneously,218

while high-frequency (5 - 45 Hz) events are transient and arrive at different times at dif-219

ferent channels.220

4.1 Intermediate-Frequency Events221

Within the intermediate frequency range, the maximum amplitudes of the signals222

can change significantly over time, and stay at a comparatively high level for up to sev-223

eral hours. This is most clearly visible in the stack of traces within the looped section,224

shown in Figure 5 for the period from 19 September to 2 October 2019. These long-duration225

events are most prominent between around 0.01 - 0.2 Hz, and their amplitude changes226

can be either abrupt (within minutes) or smooth (over several hours).227

The events are not correlated with the local weather, including wind, rain and tem-228

perature, as retrieved from a station in the adjacent valley (Consortium Pacific Climate229

Impacts, 2013), and summarized in Figure A1. Though the weather on the ridge and in230

the valley may differ significantly, the fact that increasing snow cover of more than 1 m231

affected neither the occurrence nor the amplitude of these events, makes a meteorolog-232

ical origin rather unlikely. A seismic origin is further supported by the long-range co-233

herence of the signals, which would not be expected from wind noise. The abrupt changes234

in the nature of these events suggest that they are not related to microseismic ocean noise.235

The long-duration events seem to occur simultaneously and coherently at all traces.236

Since their wavelengths are around an order of magnitude larger than the aperture of237

the DAS array, we were not able to meaningfully constrain the backazimuth or slowness238

of the events with beamforming. The more widely spaced geophone array was not sen-239

sitive to signals below 1 Hz and could therefore not aid in the event characterization. The240

broadband seismometer, co-located with the cable, largely confirms the presence of these241

events. However, details differ, most likely due to different coupling and directional sen-242

sitivities of the instruments.243

Based on the previous line of arguments, we hypothesize that the long-duration,244

intermediate-frequency signals are volcanic tremor. In the absence of any observable mag-245

matic activity, they are most likely related to fluid movement within the geothermal reser-246

voir. However, this tremor is hard to fit within the established categories of documented247

volcanic signals, as it constitutes a continuous and very-low-frequency observation at a248

calc-alkaline stratovolcano. Figure 6 shows an example of a typical tremor recorded with249

the DAS array on Mount Meager. It does not contain any overtones or high-frequency250

onsets, yet it seems to steadily increase all present frequencies.251

Tremor at volcanoes with high-viscosity lava can show spectral peaks at higher fre-252

quencies, as well as several overtones (Schlindwein et al., 1995), suggesting a resonat-253

ing medium. Volcanic tremor at basaltic volcanoes or volcanoes with a large amount of254

volatiles may feature a cyclic appearance in a narrow-band spectrum (around 1 - 5 Hz),255

which may indicate the involvement of fluids in the tremor generation (Wassermann, 2012).256

Transient ultra low-frequency (ULF, < 0.01 Hz) and very low-frequency (VLF, 0.01 -257
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Figure 4. DAS recordings at frequencies between 0.01 - 1 Hz (top) and 1 - 45 Hz (bottom)

within the looped section of the cable. Shown in black are the data from the individual channels.

The red trace at the bottom of the subfigures is the stack of individual channels. Blue traces are

the difference between the stack and the individual recordings. The numbers on the right show

the RMS of each channel divided by the RMS of the difference of that channel and the stack.

Values around 1 indicate the dominance of incoherent signals, whereas values around 4 suggest

that only roughly 25 % of the total signal is incoherent.
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0.1 Hz) events have been observed at Stromboli and Aso volcanoes (De Martino et al.,258

2005; Kawakatsu et al., 2000), and Kawakatsu et al. (2000) related these signals to in-259

teractions with an aquifer. However, ULF and VLF events have not yet been recorded260

at most andesitic and rhyolitic volcanoes (Wassermann, 2012), and the latest period of261

volcanic activity at Mount Meager was characterized by rhyodacite volcanism. Still, Mount262

Meager has a large geothermal reservoir, and tremor can be linked to the hydrothermal263

boiling of groundwater (Konstantinou & Schlindwein, 2003). Importantly, the charac-264

teristics of tremor can be unique to each volcano, and no previous record of tremor at265

Mount Meager exists.266

4.2 High-Frequency Events267

Transient events with a frequency content roughly between 5 - 45 Hz, exhibit a clear268

moveout, arriving at different parts of the cable at different times. The character of these269

events differs strongly in the various sections of the cable, as shown in the examples of270

Figure 7. We see significantly longer coda on the ridge, suggesting more intense scatter-271

ing and less attenuation, compared to the fiber section on the glacier, where coda waves272

are practically absent. As expected, the signals arrive nearly simultaneously at the chan-273

nels in the looped section of the cable.274

4.2.1 Event detection and statistics275

Owing to the large number of high-frequency events, we employed a conventional276

Short-Term Average/Long-Term Average (STA/LTA) algorithm (Withers et al., 1998)277

for their identification. Though more elaborate event detection algorithms may be avail-278

able, the STA/LTA algorithm provides a reproducible method that identifies events based279

on their amplitudes compared to the background noise. This approach has the additional280

benefits of selecting events that are suitable for subsequent beamforming analysis and281

for providing a conservative estimate of the number of events that exist unambiguously.282

We applied the detection algorithm to the stack of channels in the looped section, with283

a zero-phase Butterworth bandpass filter between 5 and 45 Hz that helps to prevent ar-284

tifacts from causing false triggers. The STA window length was 0.3 s, the LTA window285

length 60 s, the trigger value 7.5, and the detrigger value 1.5. We determined these val-286

ues by trial and error on a shorter time series, so as to detect events in a conservative287

fashion. We later manually excluded false triggers due to gaps in the data.288

In total, the STA/LTA algorithm detected around 3000 distinct high-frequency events289

within the 30 days of the experiment, i.e., on average 100 events per day. The major-290

ity of these events is equally visible in the data from the nearby geophone and the broad-291

band seismometer, to which we also applied the STA/LTA detector. As illustrated in Fig-292

ure 8a, the temporal distribution of events shows very similar trends on all three instru-293

ments, though the stacked DAS channels consistently yield a larger number of detectable294

events. This is most likely a consequence of a higher signal-to-noise ratio in the stacked295

DAS recordings, compared to the single channels of the geophone and broadband seis-296

mometer.297

Figure 8 reveals two distinct periods of increased activity, roughly lasting from 28298

Sptember to 1 October and from 7 – 11 October 2019. The comparatively large num-299

ber of detections may represent an actual increase of seismicity, but is also likely to have300

a meteorological component. In fact, the precipitation peaks around 26 October and 7301

October, shown in Figure A1, produced a snow cover that provided additional insula-302

tion, thereby lowering the noise level. Cold temperatures, especially from 8 – 11 Octo-303

ber, must have led to more profound freezing, likely causing a decrease in visco-elastic304

attenuation.305
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Figure 5. Linear stack of the channels in the looped part of the cable, previously described

in Sec. 3, between 19 September and 2 October 2019. The frequency range is 0.01 - 1 Hz. The

changes in the signal amplitude become particularly obvious when plotted over longer time pe-

riods, and they are also present on the other channels along the entire cable. Gaps in the signal

are due to data gaps or very noisy periods where all channels contain large artifacts.
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a) Time-domain strain

b) Power-spectral density

Hz -1/2

Figure 6. Representative example of an individual low-frequency event from the stacked sec-

tion. The time axis begins at 5 pm on 10 October and ends at 8 am on 11 October 2019. The

time series in the 0.01 - 1 Hz frequency range is shown in the top panel, and the time-frequency

representation is shown below. At the onset of the event, the amplitude increases abruptly for all

present frequencies. In contrast, the termination of the event is more gradual.
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Figure 7. Four examples of high-frequency events, as visible in the different seismic sections

of the DAS array. (The rightmost panel contains two events.) The strain values are clipped to

enhance visibility, especially of the coda waves. The different sections of the array, on the ridge,

on the glacier, and in the loop, reveal distinctly different characteristics, most likely due to local

differences in scattering and attenuation.

These high-frequency events could have many different origins, including natural306

processes or man-made events, such as explosions in a nearby quarry. Recognizing that307

natural processes are often characterized by power-law behavior (Corral & Gonzalez, 2019),308

we estimate the distribution of signal power in the events as a function of their frequency309

of occurrence for the fiber-optic cable, the broadband seismometer and the geophone.310

In the interest of simplicity, we define signal power as311

P =
1

n

n∑
i=0

y2
i . (1)

Here, P is the power, n is the total number of data points in the time series, and312

yi is the amplitude of the ith sample. The length of the time series equals the duration313

of the event signal that is above the noise level. The resulting frequency-power plots, shown314

in Figure 8b, reveal an approximately exponential behavior in a range extending from315

the maximum detected power to a lower power that is close to the noise-dependent de-316

tection limit of the STA/LTA algorithm. This behavior hints at a natural origin of the317

events rather than an anthropogenic one. Anthropogenic events often tend to repeat with318

similar energies, resulting in a flat curve. We note that the physical units of the DAS319

recordings (strain), and the broadband seismometer and geophone recordings (velocity)320

are different.321

We compared the timing of the high-frequency events to known catalogs of regional322

earthquakes within British Columbia and Canada, as well as to teleseismic events and323

known mine blasts, however, without a clear correlation. From this we infer that the de-324

tected events of very local nature.325
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Figure 8. High-frequency event statistics. (a) The number of detected events per day during

the acquisition period from the DAS array (blue), the broadband seismometer (green) and the

geophone (red). The geophone only recorded until 13 October 2019. (b) Frequency-power dis-

tribution of the high-frequency events detected on the DAS array, the broadband seismometer

and the geophone. Straight lines represent least-squares fits within the power range where the

distribution is approximately exponential (linear in logarithmic scale).

The straight lines in Figure 8b represent least-squares fits to the frequency-power326

distributions within their respective linear (exponential) range. In a slight abuse of terms,327

we may refer to the slope of the lines as a b-value, which would be comparable to the b-328

value of a Gutenberg-Richter distribution (Gutenberg, 1956) if the epicentral distances329

were all similar. Estimated b-values above 1 indicate a larger proportion of seismicity330

with smaller magnitudes, which tends to be observed in regions with volcanic earthquakes331

and earthquake swarms (Roberts et al., 2015). While a strict quantitative comparison332

between the b-values in Figure 8b and the Gutenberg-Richter b-values is not easily pos-333

sible, the estimated numbers do suggest a natural origin with a frequency-size distribu-334

tion well within the commonly observed range.335

In addition to volcanic earthquakes, other natural source mechanisms may also be336

expected around Mount Meager, such as glacial stick-slip events, cryoseisms related to337

soil freezing, rockfalls or fluid movement within the geothermal reservoir. However, each338

source mechanism would have a different b-value. The distributions and Figure 8b are339

remarkably linear, indicating that the observed seismicity is dominated by a single source340

mechanism.341

4.2.2 Repeating events342

To investigate the individual events in more detail, and to detect potentially re-343

peating sources, we cross-correlated the waveforms in the stacked section for all events.344

The highest cross-correlation coefficients enter the cross-correlation matrix, visualized345
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Figure 9. The matrix of maximum cross-correlation coefficients of the high-frequency event

waveforms identified in the DAS recordings.

in Figure 9. The matrix reveals that numerous event pairs have high (absolute) corre-346

lation coefficients, often approaching ±1.347

In order to group similar events with high absolute correlation coefficients, we em-348

ployed hierarchical clustering. For this, we convert the correlation matrix into a distance349

matrix by taking 1 minus its absolute value, which acts to also include events with high350

anti-correlations. The distance matrix serves as input to hierarchical clustering, where351

clusters are defined based on the distance between events (Virtanen et al., 2020). The352

algorithm starts with each event representing one cluster and iteratively merges clusters353

until only one large cluster remains. We choose a threshold of 0.05 to determine the dis-354

tance that can exist between clusters, and to stop the merging of clusters at that level.355

In total, the algorithm detects 37 clusters containing more than one event. Most356

significant among them are three clusters containing 6 events (within 2 weeks), 16 events357

(within 6 minutes), and 111 events (within 27 days). The members of three represen-358

tative event clusters are summarized in Figure 10.359

4.2.3 Beamforming360

While the largely unknown subsurface structure of Mount Meager, combined with361

its rough topography, currently prevent a precise event location, beamforming (Rost &362

Thomas, 2002) can provide useful information about the dominant direction of wave prop-363

agation and a possible geographic clustering of sources. Beamforming rests on the as-364

sumptions of a distant source and a homogeneous half-space beneath the array. Since365

these assumptions are obviously not met in the complex environment around Mount Mea-366

ger, it is important to keep in mind that the resulting slowness distributions must be in-367

terpreted as effective distributions. Nevertheless, when used as a comparative tool, we368

still expect similar events to yield similar apparent slownesses and back-azimuths. In our369
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Figure 10. Examples of three different high-frequency event clusters obtained from the hierar-

chical clustering algorithm. All clusters show a high similarity of events within them. The events

are plotted vertically on top of each other in black, then they are all plotted overlapping onto

each other below, and finally, they are stacked linearly to obtain the average waveform plotted

at the bottom in red. The events in the left panel all occur within a few minutes of each other,

while the other clusters show events that occurred on different days.

specific case, we compute beam power as the normalized averaged cross correlation co-370

efficient of the time-shifted traces.371

First, we developed a synthetic beamforming test to examine the reliability of a372

beamforming algorithm applied to DAS data. The tests, described in detail in Appendix373

B, indicate that we indeed obtain reliable results under the assumption that we observe374

a single plane wave. Furthermore, the tests confirmed that recorded noise is coherent.375

Given high noise levels, the algorithm would converge to zero apparent slowness values.376

Another observation showed that the beamforming results can be improved by incorpo-377

rating the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each channel into the algorithm. We generally378

computed SNR values using noise windows directly prior to each event, in order to en-379

sure comparable levels of background noise. We assume that the SNR implicitly contains380

information about the broadside sensitivity of the cable and the polarization of the event.381

Including only channels with a higher SNR does not alter the visual pattern of the re-382

covered slowness values, but it does increase the maximum beampower, i.e., the over-383

all coherence of the optimally time-shifted traces.384

We applied the beamforming analysis to all detected events after an SNR check.385

The event catalog is based on the events detected in the stacked traces of the looped sec-386

tion (see Sec. 3), and not all the events are visible in the other channels. To decide in387

an automated fashion weather an event should be included in the beamforming, we com-388

puted the mean SNR of all DAS channels, normalized by the maximum SNR. We em-389

pirically found that an event was clearly visible throughout the DAS array when the re-390

sulting value exceeds 0.1, and so it was included in the beamforming analysis. During391

the beamforming, we excluded individual channels when their SNR, normalized by the392

maximum SNR across the array, was below 0.5. This procedure ensured a reasonable bal-393

ance between the use of higher-quality traces and information loss due to smaller data394

volumes. Using these exclusion criteria reduced the number of events from the original395

∼3000 to ∼1000.396
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Figure 11. The beamforming results of the ∼1000 high-frequency (5 - 45 Hz) events with

sufficiently high SNR. The location of each dot represents the optimal slowness for an event, and

its color is the maximum beampower. The numbers 1 - 5 correspond to the different clusters that

can be identified visually. Arrows and italic labels indicate the approximate locations of major

topographic and geologic features.

As summarized in Figure 11, the beamforming results reveal five distinct slowness397

clusters, three of which are predominantly in the direction of the main topographic peaks398

of the volcanic complex. The few events that plot near the edges of the analyzed slow-399

ness space most likely represent airwaves, as they all occur early during the acquisition400

period, before a sufficiently thick snow cover provided additional acoustic insulation.401

To identify events within the five visually discernible clusters in Fig. 11, we em-402

ploy the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algo-403

rithm (Ester et al., 1996; Schubert et al., 2017), which separates clusters characterized404

by a high density of events from areas with lower densities. Through trial and error, we405

define that a cluster forms when it can contain at least 40 events, and when the max-406

imum Eucledian distance between events in one cluster is 4 s/m.407

Based on the DBSCAN identification of events within the clusters, we can perform408

additional analyses, summarized in Figs. A2 and A3. Events within each of the clusters409

show a nearly exponential frequency-power distribution with only slightly different slopes410

and intercepts within the detectability range. Though the number of events per cluster411

is too small (< 200) to permit a rigorous statistical analysis, this result hints at simi-412

lar source mechanisms. This is further supported by the cluster-wise waveform cross-correlation413

matrix, which indicates that waveforms within each cluster have average correlation co-414

efficients above ∼0.5, with individual correlation coefficients often approaching ±1.415
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5 Discussion416

In the previous sections we described the deployment logistics, data collection and417

data analysis of a DAS experiment on a ridge of Mount Meager, an active, unstable and418

glacier-clad volcano in western British Columbia, known for its significant geothermal419

potential.420

Despite the challenging environment, it was possible to deploy 3 km of cable with421

365 channels, with an array aperture of ∼500 m. This required the dedicated work of422

three to five people over several days, as well as a helicopter to transport the equipment423

onto the otherwise inaccessible ridge.424

The most critical aspects of the experiment were an autonomous power source that425

was sufficiently light to be transported, as well as the coupling of the cable. The latter426

required manual trenching over a distance of 3 km, which was significant physical labor.427

Fortunately, the increasingly thick snow cover provided additional protection from wind428

and temperature fluctuations, which greatly improved data quality. A particularly ben-429

eficial component of the cable layout is the looped section, marked in green in Fig. 2.430

It allowed us to estimate instrumental noise as a function of frequency, and it provided431

a high-quality stack that facilitated the detection of high-frequency events. Given the432

ease with which such a looped section can be deployed, it should probably become a stan-433

dard component of future DAS installations.434

Certainly the most significant and unexpected scientific result is the sheer num-435

ber and diversity of seismic events detected. The data quantity obtained with DAS was436

vital and could outweigh some of its limitations in rather unexplored and remote areas,437

such as Mount Meager. Thanks to the high number of events, we have been able to con-438

duct basic statistical analyses, to identify patterns in the data, and formulate educated439

hypotheses on the physical origin of the events.440

The intermediate-frequency events presented in Sec. 4.1 are most prominent be-441

tween around 0.01 and 1 Hz, and they may last several hours. The fact that they do not442

correlate with meteorological conditions and wave height data, suggests that these sig-443

nals may be previously unknown volcanic tremor, possibly related to the movement of444

geothermal fluids. This is further supported by the observation that the character of these445

signals is unaffected by the shielding effect of the increasing snow cover during the ex-446

periment. Unfortunately, we could not constrain the direction of wave propagation with447

confidence due to the large wave length compared to the array aperture. It would be in-448

teresting, however, to investigate the tremor signals in future experiments, possibly with449

a wider DAS array.450

The high-frequency events (5 - 45 Hz) seem natural in origin, based on their nearly451

exponential frequency-power distribution. Possible origins of these events include vol-452

canic activity, rockfalls on unstable slopes, glacial quakes, cryoseisms caused by freez-453

ing, and fluid movements related to the geothermal reservoir. Cross-correlation and beam-454

forming analyses reveal distinct clusters, both in the similarity of the waveforms and their455

origin direction. The clusters, labelled 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 11, are located in the direction456

of the main topographic peaks. Since we did not observe on the order of 100 rock falls457

per day during the deployment, and in the absence of obvious magmatic activity, we hy-458

pothesize that a geothermal origin is most likely. Cluster 4 in Fig. 11 is located around459

0 slowness, suggesting that events arrive directly from below the array. This leaves both460

geothermal activity and ice quakes as possible sources. The origin of cluster 5, located461

in the direction of the Lillooet Valley, is currently unclear. However, the frequency-power462

analysis shown in Fig. A2 at least indicates that the source mechanism may be similar463

to that of clusters 1 - 4. The freezing of water, especially during the colder periods (Fig.464

A1), may cause a spatially more dispersed background of cryoseisms. However, due to465
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their similar source process, they are practically indistinguishable from events caused,466

for instance, by fluid-induced cracking.467

Most of the high-frequency events are not visible on the geophone array that has468

been installed around Mount Meager on a 10 km scale (Grasby & Salas, 2020). Com-469

bined with the strong scattering that we observe, especially for the DAS channels located470

on the ridge (Fig. 7), this suggests that the sources of the high-frequency events are lo-471

cated within few kilometers of the array.472

A significant improvement of the event location would require developments on many473

levels that are beyond the scope of this work. The aperture of the array would need to474

be expanded, especially in order to better constrain the directionality of the intermediate-475

frequency tremor. Furthermore, the geologic complexities would need to be accounted476

for. While modern numerical wave propagation tools permit modelling and inversion in477

media of almost arbitrary complexity (Peter et al., 2011; Afanasiev et al., 2019), the ab-478

sence of precise knowledge of Mount Meager’s subsurface structure still poses a very sig-479

nificant challenge.480

Finally, we note that the observation of high-frequency events with waveforms that481

are almost exactly anti-correlated to waveforms from other events still awaits a plausi-482

ble explanation, which is work in progress.483

6 Conclusions484

We have demonstrated the feasibility and potential of DAS in alpine, volcano-glacial485

environments, with moderate human and logistical effort.486

The most significant scientific result is the unexpectedly high seismic activity of487

Mount Meager. This includes previously unknown volcanic tremor in the frequency range488

from around 0.01 - 1 Hz that can last for several hours. Though the source location can-489

not be constrained, we hypothesize that the tremor is related to the movement of flu-490

ids within the geothermal reservoir. At frequencies above 1 Hz, we observe distinct tran-491

sient events. We conservatively estimate their number to be around 3000 during the one-492

month acquisition period. Equally unknown before, these events have statistical prop-493

erties that hint at a natural origin. The spatial density of the DAS array enables high-494

resolution beamforming, indicating that most events occur within three clusters in the495

direction of Mount Meager’s main peak and Plinth peak. A waveform similarity anal-496

ysis reveals that event sources often tend to repeat almost exactly, producing waveform497

correlation coefficients of nearly 1. Most likely, these high-frequency events are also of498

geothermal origin.499

In terms of the experimental setup, the most important lessons learned are the fol-500

lowing: (1) A power source composed of a generator and a rechargeable battery pack can501

be sufficiently light to be transportable by helicopter, while providing autonomy for around502

one month of data acquisition. (2) As in other DAS experiments, coupling is essential.503

While trenching is physically challenging in volcanic and glacial environments, a snow504

cover provides useful additional shielding from meteorological effects. Hence, experiments505

should preferentially be set up just before the first snow fall. (3) A particularly bene-506

ficial aspect of the cable deployment is the looped section where numerous DAS chan-507

nels are effectively co-located. It facilitates stacking and event identification, and also508

enables a straightforward estimation of frequency-dependent instrumental noise. Given509

the ease of producing a looped section, it should probably be a standard feature of fu-510

ture DAS deployments.511

First-order improvements that may become part of future studies include a larger512

aperture of the DAS array (if permitted by the terrain), better cable-ground coupling513

that may enable measurements of long-term deformation, as well as more elaborate event514
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location, for instance, on the basis of numerical wave propagation tools that account for515

rough topography and heterogeneous subsurface structure (if known).516
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Appendix A Additional Tables and Figures663

A1 Cable deployment details664

Table A1 contains additional technical details of the DAS cable deployment.665

DAS-cable

Number of Channels 380
Channel Spacing (m) 8.01

Cable 1 (channels) 1 - 250
Cable 2 (channels) 251 - 375

Buried next to the generator (channels) 1 - 5
Ridge (channels) 6 - 143

Firn (channels) 143 - 153
Ridge/mud (channels) 153 - 173

Glacier (channels) 173 - 248
Ridge (channels) 248 - 252

Glacier (channels) 253 - 358
Ridge (channels) 358 - 375

Looped (channels) 360 - 375
Tagged on (channels) 376 - 380

Table A1. The cable parameters and the channel positions relative to the subsurface.

A2 Meteorological measurements in Meager valley666

Meteorological data from the experiment location on Mount Meager are not avail-667

able. The nearest meteorological station can be found in Meager valley at around 400668

m altitude. measurements of temperature, humidity, precipitation, and wind speed are669

shown in Figure A1. Based on experience from the deployment and pick-up of the ex-670

periment, we estimate that temperature at the experiment location is, order of magni-671

tude, 10◦C lower than at the station in Meager valley.672

A3 Statistical anaysis of events in beamforming clusters673

Figs. A2 and A3 provide additional statistical analyses of the event clusters found674

by beamforming of the high-frequency events.675

Appendix B Synthetic Beamforming Test676

The synthetic test is based on the derivation of the strain rate measured by a sin-677

gle channel under the plane wave assumption (Walter et al., 2020),678

¯̇ε (ω) =
2ω

l
(e · A) sin

(
l

2

ω

c
k̂ · e

)
e−i

ω
c ∆ , (B1)679

with the angular frequency ω, the gauge length l, the local unit vector parallel to680

the cable e, the wave polarization vector A, the phase velocity c, the unit vector in the681

direction of propagation k̂, the distance between some reference point and the channel682

location ∆, and the imaginary unit i. Equation B1 takes the direction- and polarization-683

dependent sensitivity of the channels into account and yields the strain rate averaged684

over the gauge length. The dependence on ω has been made explicit in this equation in685
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Figure A1. Hourly meteorological measurements in Meager valley at around 400 m altitude

during the acquisition period.

order to emphasize that it is given in the frequency domain. When all constants are ab-686

sorbed into three constants α, β and γ, the following integral between frequencies f1 and687

f2 needs to be solved for an inverse transform into the time domain,688

¯̇ε (t) =

∫ f2

f1

α ω sin(βω)eγωdω . (B2)

This integral can be solved by repeated integration by parts, where in the end, sev-689

eral steps can be simplified and combined into the resulting equation:690

¯̇ε (t) =

[
αeγω((γ((β2 + γ2)ω − γ) + β2)sin(βω) − β((β2 + γ2)ω − 2γ)cos(βω))

β2 + γ2

]f2
f1

. (B3)

Equation (B3) allows us to compute synthetic data analytically for each channel691

along the fiber-optic cable, based on the distance and orientation of each channel with692

respect to the propagation direction. The polarization of the wave is not specified in this693

equation, which allows us to test waves with varying polarizations.694

Testing the ideal scenario gives clear results; a plane P-wave with frequencies be-695

tween 5 and 45 Hz and coming from a distance of 1 to 2 km from the center of the ar-696

ray and a velocity of 2 km/s, is resolved accurately with a beampower approaching 1,697

the maximum value. Fig. B1 visualizes this result, and shows some smearing of the re-698

solved values in the NW-SE direction. This smearing is visible in all synthetic tests and699

is due to the layout of the cable, since the cable is elongated along the ridge.700

Integrating Eq. (B3) with lower frequencies leads to a larger area that is resolved701

by the algorithm, and frequencies between 0.01 and 1 Hz can no longer pinpoint a clear702

backazimuth and apparent slowness. The algorithm remains stable for high Gaussian noise703

levels, but when we add real noise to the synthetic event, the beampower decreases in704

value. At certain noise levels, the beampower decreases below < 0.1, and the algorithm705

no longer recovers a meaningful approximation of the propagation direction. Instead, it706
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Figure A2. Frequency-power plots of the clusters identified during beamforming (Fig. 11).

All clusters show b-values above 1, and cluster 3 and 5 show small deviations from the linear

trend.
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Figure A3. The correlation coefficients of the events identified in the different beamforming

clusters. Each cross correlation matrix is calculated for the clusters visualized in Fig. 11.

yields a broad peak around zero slowness. The highest beampower is then obtained when707

no timeshifts are applied to the data. However, the synthetic event is also no longer vi-708

sually distinguishable at these noise levels. This further supports that our background709

noise is remarkably coherent.710

For S-waves, the beamforming is a priori expected to work less well for two reasons:711

(1) The gauge length averaging functions as an S-wave filter. In fact, Eq. (B1) reveals712

that DAS recordings of S-waves must have comparatively low amplitudes because the713

terms e · A and k̂ · e cannot be large simultaneously. Therefore, the SNR tends to be714

lower than for P-waves. (2) The lower phase velocity c of S-waves, compared to P-waves,715

increases the importance of the sine term in Eq. (B1), which controls direction-dependent716

distortions of the measured wavelet. This term is absent in conventional seismometer record-717

ings, and purely results from the gauge length averaging.718

Figure B2 confirms this expectation. It shows a characteristic beamforming pat-719

tern that we obtain for essentially any combination of S-wave incidence and polarization.720

Though it does not represent the synthetic input slowness, we also note that the max-721

imum beampowers are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the maximum beam-722

powers for P-waves. It follows that the presence of S-waves, with unavoidably small am-723

plitudes, has little effect on beamforming results, which tend to be dominated by P-waves.724
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Figure B1. The synthetic result of testing the ideal-case scenario. The beamforming al-

gorithm clearly resolves the accurate slowness values for a synthetic P-wave. The white circle

corresponds to a velocity of 2 km/s, the input velocity of the synthetic plane wave, and the cross

corresponds to the maximum value obtained by the algorithm.
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Figure B2. A collection of all synthetic transverse wave results. The resulting pattern shows

distinct aggregations in the NW and SE corners, as well as near the center. This pattern does

not the reflect the input slowness values, and the beampower values are also very much lower, all

below 0.04.
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